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By Ed Avis
 

In 2019 you earned a lot 
of  money but didn’t make 
your quarterly tax payments 
quite as robust as they 

should have been. No big deal, 
you figured, because 2020 was 
going to be even better and you 
would have plenty of  spare cash 
to pay the tax man.

 Then COVID hit. Your income 
nose-dived and your brokerage 
account shriveled — but your 
2019 tax bill didn’t. What can you 
do?

“That situation — needing 
to owe the IRS but living with 
COVID-declining income — 

is happening to a number of  
people,” notes Beth Logan, an 
enrolled agent at Kozlog Tax Ad-
visers in Chelmsford, Massachu-
setts. “There are several options.”

Payment Plan
The first option is to set up a 

payment plan with the IRS. You 
can do this online or over the 
phone, though calling the IRS at 
this time may mean a long time 
on hold. The payment plan can 
be short-term — which means 
you pay off  the balance due 
within 120 days — or long-term, 
which can be up to six years.

 “Keep in mind that a payment 
plan under 120 days has no fee 
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to set up,” Logan notes. “A plan that 
is more than 120 days has a fee that 
depends on whether you set up the 
payment online or by phone or in 
person, and whether you are having 
a direct withdrawal from your bank 
account or sending a check.”

Setting up the payment online and 
setting it up as a direct withdrawal are 
both options that can save you money.  

The IRS also charges you interest 
on your tax bill that is due. That rate 
changes quarterly, and it’s currently 
5%. You should set up a payment 
plan when you file your return, rath-
er than waiting for a liability letter 
from the IRS, to reduce the interest 
you’ll have to pay.
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“The IRS considers one’s ability to 
pay, income, expenses and asset 
equity when evaluating these offers.”

The fact that you didn’t pay your 
taxes in full at the required time 
means you’ll probably also have 
some penalties tacked onto your 
bill; more penalties are added on the 
unpaid balance each month until it’s 
paid off  or the penalty reaches 25% 
of  the total due.

Offer in Compromise
Another way to deal with a giant 

tax bill is to tell the IRS you can’t pay 
it and offer a lesser amount. This is 
called an “offer in compromise.”

 “These offers are generally ap-
proved by the IRS when the amount 
offered represents the most it can 
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By Jeffrey Steele

The onset of  the coronavi-
rus pandemic has brought 
increased attention to 
some aspects of  estate 

planning — chief  among them the 
importance of  creating both a finan-
cial and a medical power of  attorney 
(POA).  

 “COVID-19 has thrown estate 
planning into everyone’s laps,” said 
Patrick Simasko, elder law attorney 
and wealth preservation specialist 
at Michigan-based Simasko Law. 
“You absolutely need a medical and 
financial power of  attorney, and you 
need it signed before you get sick. 

This needs to happen [because] if  
you are hospitalized with COVID-19 
or residing in an assisted living 
setting where visitation has been 
suspended for family members or 
attorneys, you may not be able to get 
the documents completed.” Simasko 
explained that in some states elec-
tronic signatures aren’t allowed on 
estate planning documents so having 
those in place prior to an emergency 
is crucial. 

The actual health ramifications 
and current course of  treatment for 
coronavirus patients also throws into 
sharp perspective for some the need 
for a POA. The need for coronavi-
rus-afflicted patients to be placed 

Pandemic brings the Power of Attorney 
to forefront of estate planning

expect to collect within a reasonable 
period of  time,” says Jasmine Young, 
CEO of  Southern Tax Prepara-
tion & Services in Atlanta. “The 
IRS considers one’s ability to pay, 
income, expenses and asset equity 
when evaluating these offers. Subse-
quently, if  your income has crashed 
due to the pandemic, then it is very 
likely the IRS will accept an offer in 
compromise.”

 You can see if  you qualify for an 
offer in compromise by completing 
the information at this site: irs.trea-
sury.gov/oic_pre_qualifier/

The offer in compromise may 
sound tempting, but keep in mind 
that it can be a lengthy approval pro-
cess. You need to provide financial 
records attesting to your hardship 
and you probably will need the help 
of  an IRS enrolled agent or a CPA, 
Logan says.

 “This usually takes about eight 
months to set up, but I expect it to 
take 12 to 18 months now,” Logan 
said. “The 2019 government shut-
down, the partial shutdown of  the 
IRS for COVID-19, the focus on 
distributing stimulus checks, and the 
reduced IRS budget over the last 10 
years have all left the IRS way be-
hind in getting work accomplished. 
The unfortunate part is that interest 
still racks up during the wait.” 

 
No Hit to Your Credit

Neither of  these options hurts 
your credit — unless you miss an 
agreed-upon payment.  In that case 
the IRS can report the info to credit 
bureaus, garnish your wages and 
even put a lien on your property.

 But if  you set up the agreement 
and make the payments, you’ll be in 
the clear. 
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on ventilators specifically may make 
a POA crucial, according to Eric 
Chaffee, law professor at the Uni-
versity of  Toledo in Ohio. “During 
these times, a power of  attorney 
can ensure their interests are being 
pursued, including that they are 
receiving the healthcare they need. 
Even someone who recovers may 
have long-term health issues that can 
make it very helpful to have powers 
of  attorney in place,” he said.  

And even those who already had 
POA plans may want to give some 
thought to them in light of  the coro-
navirus. Michael Whitty, a partner 

with Freeborn & Peters, LLP, in 
Chicago who specializes in trusts and 
estates, said that many individuals 
who have medical POA in place are 
asking to revise them. “In the context 
of  coronavirus, people with existing 
healthcare powers of  attorney may 
want to rethink a decision that their 
agent should refuse intubation,” 
Whitty said.

Key Terminology
When you create a POA, you are 

authorizing another person — your 
agent or attorney-in-fact — to act 
on your behalf  if  you are absent or 
incapacitated. Most powers of  attor-
ney designate successor agents. If  
primary agents are unable to act for 
any reason, successor agents step up.

 There are two categories of  pow-

Continued from Pg. 3
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“During these times, a power of 
attorney can ensure their interests are 
being pursued, including that they are 
receiving the healthcare they need.”
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unique end-of-life wishes, Simasko 
said, adding spouses typically 
choose each other as agents, and a 
son or daughter as successor agent. 

“It doesn’t require that much extra 
work beyond what a firm might be 
doing in creating other components 
of  an estate plan,” Whitty said.

According to Whitty, if  you 
already have an established relation-
ship with a law firm, that firm can 
likely help you establish powers of  

attorney, which will require asking 
questions about your choice of  
agents and options to check off  on 
forms.

Many who establish powers of  
attorney experience relief  when the 
job is done because they know their 
wishes will be met. “Having a power 
of  attorney, is at least in part, about 
having peace of  mind in the event 
that something awful happens,” 
Chaffee said. 

ers of  attorney. The first is general 
(or non-durable) which end when 
the principle becomes incapacitated, 
revokes the power or passes away. 
The second is durable which remain 
in effect if  the person who granted 
it becomes incapacitated.

Powers of  attorney are important 
estate plan components and are al-
most as likely to be needed as a will, 
Whitty said.

 
Situations Requiring a POA

“[Financial] powers of  attorney 
come in handy in a number of  situ-
ations … such as when the principal 
is on a long vacation and can’t be 
reached or can’t execute documents 
electronically,” Whitty said. “In those 
situations, the agent designated in 
the power of  attorney can act on the 
principal’s behalf.”

 A medical POA gives the agent 
authority over medical decisions — 
everything from whether or not to 
receive treatment to where to receive 
it to which doctors to use. 

“There’s a practical reason those in-
structions and authority are included 
in the healthcare powers of  attor-
ney,” Whitty said. “The healthcare 
agent is more likely to be physically 
present or at least in contact with the 
hospital at the time of  the death. 

The medical POA could include 
authority to donate organs or direct 
the disposal of  the principal’s re-
mains.

“Putting those instructions in the 
will isn’t as practical, as the will 
may not be accessed for days,” said 
Whitty.

Getting It Done
Every adult should have powers of  

attorney established to protect their 

Continued from Pg. 4

“Having a power of attorney is, at least in 
part, about having peace of mind in the 
event that something awful happens.”
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Selling your life
insurance policy
By Kathleen Furore

 

If  you’ve spent time lately 
cleaning up your financial 
paperwork, you might won-
der what to do with that life 

insurance policy you took out de-
cades ago. You’ve heard seniors can 
sell life insurance policies for cash. 
What’s the scoop?

 You definitely can put those poli-
cies on the market — and there are 
a few reasons you might consider 
doing that according to insurance 
pros.

 “There are three reasons a senior 

may want to sell their policies: They 
can’t afford the premiums anymore, 
they simply don’t want the policy 
anymore or they don’t need the 
policy anymore,” says Michael Hess, 
a former life settlement broker and 
current wealth management advisor 
with WestPac Wealth Partners in 
Beverly Hills, California.

 
Qualifying Policies

There are several kinds of  life in-
surance policies: term (or non-con-
vertible), which provides coverage 
for a certain period of  time; con-
vertible term, a term policy that can 

be converted to a permanent policy; 
and permanent, which offers cover-
age for your entire lifespan.

In theory, all are eligible to besold. 
In reality, some are easier to sell and 
more profitable for the seller than 
others.

 “Convertible term life insurance, 
versus non-convertible, is much 
easier to be sold,” says Lucas Sie-
gel, CEO and founder of  Harbor 
Life Settlements. “If  a senior has 
a convertible term life insurance 
policy, they are likely to receive a life 
settlement faster and walk away with 
a larger sum of  cash.”

JUNE 2020
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Kathryn Casna, a licensed insur-
ance agent at TermLife2Go.com, 
explains why.

 “When someone buys a life 
insurance policy [as part of  a life 
settlement], it’s a form of  invest-
ment. They want the highest possi-
ble return for their money, so they 
look for policies that are likely to pay 
off  — the sooner the better,” Casna 
says. “The less likely you are to 
outlive your policy, the more a buyer 
will pay for it. On average, most 
people outlive their term life insur-
ance, so unless you have a terminal 
illness and plenty of  time left on 
your coverage, finding a buyer could 
be next to impossible.”

 “Selling a non-convertible term 
life insurance really only happens 
with viatical settlements, meaning 
the policyholder is terminally ill and 
expected to pass within the term,” 
adds Siegel.  

 Permanent policies are always 
easiest to sell.

 “Life settlements are usually trans-
actions that involve universal life or 
whole life policies because those are 
permanent policies and build cash 
value,” Hess says.

 There’s an additional perk for 
buyers of  permanent policies. “If  
the buyer of  the policy wishes, they 
can cancel the policy and receive the 
cash value right away, minus a possi-
ble surrender fee and taxes,” Casna 
says. “Essentially, they can cut their 
losses at any time.”

 “That said, the best way to sell any 
type of  life insurance policy is if  a 
senior has a life expectancy of  10 
years or less,” Siegel says. “In that 
scenario, the policyholder is also 
likely to sell quickly and receive a 
large payout.”

How It Works
If  you’re interested in selling a life 

insurance policy, finding someone 
who specializes in life settlements is 
the place to start.

 “We collect information from the 
person’s life insurance company to 
understand their policy, as well as 
their medical records to understand 
the current state of  their health,” 
Siegel explains. “Then we work 
with a team of  underwriters to 
underwrite the life expectancy of  
the person and use pricing tools to 
understand the value of  the case.”

 Next, the case is turned over to a 
licensed life settlement broker who 
puts the policy on the market. Once 
the best offer is confirmed, the pol-
icyholder decides if  they want to sell.

“If  the offer is accepted, change 
forms are processed with the policy 
carrier and the funds are released in 
escrow,” Siegel says.

 “The new policy owner will have 
the power to change beneficiaries, 
decide what happens to the cash 

value, and adjust coverage,” Casna 
adds. “But the policy will still cover 
the original insured person, so the 
death benefit payout will still depend 
on the insured person’s death, not 
the policyholder’s.”

 
The Pluses and Minuses

Being able to remove pricey insur-
ance premiums from your monthly 
budget, recouping some of  the 
premiums you’ve paid over the 
years, and getting an almost instant 
infusion of  cash are the benefits of  
selling a policy.

But the transaction doesn’t come 
without its downsides. 

“You’ll likely sell for less than the 
potential value of  your policy,” Cas-
na says. “If  you’re obviously close to 
death, you’ll probably find a better 
price, but the difference between 
that price and the death benefit may 
be large enough that your family 
would be better off  waiting — par-
ticularly if  you expect to live only a 
few weeks or months.”
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There also may be a tax down-
side. 

“And you may be taxed on your 
policy payout,” Siegel notes.

Casna says there’s another, more 
deeply personal, thing to consider: 
“If  you sell your policy, the buyer 
will have a vested interest in your 
death. The idea that someone out 
there may be quietly rooting for 
you to die can be unsettling.”

 
Questions to Ask

If  you’re considering a life settle-
ment, there are several questions to 
ask yourself  the experts say:

 
• How much are my premiums, 

and will they go up? Decide if  it 
makes sense to keep paying them.

 
• What are my expected cash 

needs? Ask if  you have enough 
money to pay for long-term care 
and your medical expenses as you 
age, Siegel says.

 
• Do I still really need the policy? 

Most people take term policies to 
cover things like child rearing and 
college costs in case they pass away 
while their kids are still young. If  
the purpose no longer exists, Hess 
suggests asking three questions: 
“Have your beneficiaries become 
self-sufficient? Can they help pay 
the premiums to keep the policy in 
force? Are there other options to 
keep the policy in force?”

 
• And don’t hesitate to reach out 

for help. “Consulting with a pro-
fessional is always the best way to 
determine if  pursuing a life settle-
ment is the right course of  action,” 
Hess concludes. 

Continued from Pg. 7
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By Ed Avis
 

Watching the value of  
your stock portfolio 
sink during the coro-
navirus crisis may be 

painful. But there could be a silver 
lining. If  you juggle things properly, 
you can lock in some tax savings, 
while benefiting from the eventual 
recovery, through a strategy called 
“tax loss harvesting.”

 “We’re doing this right now for our 
clients,” says Melissa Martin, a wealth 
advisor with Bartlett Wealth Manage-
ment, which has offices in Chicago 
and Cincinnati. “We’re taking the 
opportunity to harvest losses where 

What is tax harvesting? 

we see them, and then advisors are 
purchasing different securities to 
keep clients in the market.”

 
Understanding the Process

This is how tax loss harvesting 
works. 

First, you sell stocks or other market 
assets that have lost value, which “re-
alizes” — or locks in — the loss for 
tax purposes. This can only be used 
for losses in taxable accounts — not 
in IRAs or other tax-sheltered invest-
ments.

Then you buy an asset similar to 
the original one, so you’re still in the 
market. As the market recovers, your 
investment hopefully goes back up, 

Potentially a silver lining to 
COVID-19 crisis financial loses
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and you’ve got that loss locked away.
One key thing to remember is that 

you can’t buy an “essentially identi-
cal” asset to replace the one you sold 
for 30 days, or the IRS will disallow 
the loss.

Here’s an example with real figures. 
Let’s say you bought $100,000 of  
Coca-Cola stock in January 2020. 
You sold it when it dropped to 
$80,000 during the crisis, locking in 
a $20,000 short-term loss. You take 
the $80,000 from the sale and buy 
Pepsi stock, which is approximately 
the same as Coca-Cola, but not iden-
tical. The market picks up and by the 
end of  the year your Pepsi shares are 
worth $115,000.

 OK, you’re probably thinking, 
“But now I have a new capital gain 
on the Pepsi stock.” That’s correct! 
But you won’t pay tax on that gain 
until you sell the stock, which means 
you’re delaying your tax liability for 
as long as you hold the stock.

 Furthermore, the loss you locked 
in when you sold the Coca-Cola 
shares was a short-term loss, which 
you can use to offset a short-term 
gain elsewhere in your portfolio. 
Your tax on short-term gains is the 
same as on ordinary income–let’s 
say 24%–whereas the tax you’ll 
pay on the Pepsi stock will be for 
a long-term capital gain (probably 
15 percent), assuming you hold it at 
least a year.

Two other advantages: You can use 
up to $3,000 of  that capital loss to 
offset regular income, and you can 
carry forward any excess loss indef-
initely.

“In 2008 and 2009, we took mas-
sive capital losses, because everybody 
was down, and clients carried those 
forward for years and years,” Martin 

says. “Some of  them got lulled into 
thinking they didn’t have to pay tax 
on capital gains, because for so many 
years they had offsetting losses.”

 
Multiple Variations

There are other variations on the 
tax loss harvesting concept. For 
example, at the same time you sell 
the investments that are down, you 
could sell investments that have 
appreciated an equal amount. Now 
you have a pile of  cash with no tax 
due on it, which you could invest in 
something that approximates your 

initial investment. That gives you 
greater exposure to that category 
while it’s down, which hopefully 
converts to greater rewards if  the 
market climbs.

However, it’s important to remem-
ber to balance the short-term and 
long-term losses and gains, notes 
Garrett Konrad, a partner in IFC, 
a financial services firm in Auburn, 
California. Konrad, for example, ex-
amines each asset a client holds, then 
chooses those he wants to unload.

“I’m going to sell all the positions 
with losses that I want to sell, wheth-

You won’t pay tax on that gain until you sell 
the stock, which means you’re delaying your 
tax liability for as long as you hold the stock.
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er long- or short-term,” he says. 
“Once those are locked in, I’m 
going to look at the total long-term 
loss and total short-term loss. Then 
I’m going to sell appreciated assets 
to balance those out, so I end up 
with a maximum tax liability that 
can be offset with the losses. That 
frees up that capital to reinvest.”

 Another approach is using mon-
ey freed up by selling the stocks 
that have lost value to rejigger your 
entire portfolio.

“We used the tax loss harvesting 
as an opportunity to rebalance 
portfolios,” says Mike Earl, a 
certified financial planner for The 
Wealth Group in Minneapolis. “As 
equities were cascading lower in 
March, client portfolios had de-
clining equity exposure. If  we had 
a client with an equity allocation 
target of  65%, we used the tax-loss 
selling as an opportunity to make 
sure we got them back up to (that 
allocation).”

 Of  course, to take advantage of  
tax loss harvesting, you must be 
willing to sell investments at a loss, 
which is tough for many.

“Investors are so reluctant to suf-
fer losses that they will hold losers 
even though the tax code encour-
ages realizing losses,” notes Robert 
R. Johnson, professor of  finance 
at Heider College of  Business at 
Creighton University in Oma-
ha. “One way to get investors to 
undertake tax loss harvesting is to 
reframe how they view tax losses. 
In essence, if  one is in the 20% tax 
bracket, a $10,000 loss is equivalent 
to an asset of  $2,000. Framing the 
tax loss as an asset helps investors 
view these losses in a more positive 
manner.” 

By Jeffrey Steele
 

The current state of  fi-
nancial affairs is creating 
an opportunity for debt 
settlement providers and 

debt-ridden consumers alike. What 
better time to consider settling debts 
that have been piling up than during 
the pandemic — especially if  those 
obligations have become even more 
overwhelming than they were before?

 But as tempting as it might sound, 
industry experts urge considering all 
options before signing on with a debt 
settlement company.

“Debt, especially if  you have a lot of  
it, can feel like an anchor constantly 

Tempted by debt settlement? 

weighing you down,” says Nilay 
Gandhi, senior financial advisor with 
Vanguard Personal Advisor Services 
in Malvern, Pennsylvania. “However, 
by solving one problem, you need to 
be careful not to create another.”

 
The Pros and Cons

There are several advantages to 
debt settlement, according to Leslie 
H. Tayne, founder and director of  
Tayne Law Group in New York 
City.

 • It can be an excellent alternative 
to filing for bankruptcy given the 
harsh impact bankruptcy can have 
on your credit score.

Stop and think before jumping in post-pandemic
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• It can save you money if  you 
come to an agreement to pay a frac-
tion of  the amount owed.

 
• It can prevent the debt from be-

ing sold to a collector.
 
• It can lower monthly expenses, 

improve your credit score over time 
and help you repay remaining debts 
more quickly.

 
However, it’s important to consider 

the disadvantages before contracting 
with a debt settlement firm, Tayne 
cautions.

 
• Debt settlement by an untrust-

worthy agency or company can 
result in you being sued by creditors 
for unpaid debt.

 
• Debt settlement is often a lengthy 

process, because some creditors and 
collection agencies are less willing to 
negotiate or settle the debt at all.

 
• Debt settlement negotiations and 

agreements can be intimidating and 
stressful for average consumers.

 
• Debt settlement can impact your 

taxes. If  you have $600 or more in 
canceled debt, the creditor will issue 
you a 1099-C form. The IRS treats 
debt wiped away as taxable income. 
“So be prepared financially before 
filing,” Tayne says.

 Gerri Detweiler, education di-
rector for Utah-based Nav.com, a 
company that matches small busi-
ness owners to financing options, 
also points out that creditors rarely 
settle debts you’ve been paying on 
time (even if  you’re only making 

minimum payments). That means 
you’ll have to fall behind or even go 
into collections, which will negatively 
affect your credit.

Furthermore, when you settle 
debts, you still need to have enough 
money to pay a portion of  them. 
“That means you’ll have to save up 
at least some funds,” Detweiler says. 
“The longer it takes you to do so, 
the greater your risk of  being sued 
by one or more creditors.”

Finally, remember that debt relief  
companies don’t do this work for 
free. They may charge 25% or more 
of  the amount you save.

Alternative Strategies
Before choosing debt relief, inves-

tigate other options. Nonprofit debt 
consolidation organizations, which 
you can learn about at the website 
of  the National Foundation for 
Credit Counseling (nfcc.org), help 
you lower your interest rates and 
consolidate credit card debt into one 
payment. This doesn’t provide the 
debt reduction that for-profit debt 
settlement firms offer, but it still 
gets the creditors off  your back and 
generally accelerates the speed with 
which you’ll get out of  debt.

 You may also be able to negotiate 
the debt down yourself  and avoid 
paying the debt relief  firm, accord-
ing to Evan Press, a California-based 
financial advisor for Pacific Coast 
Wealth Strategies. However, that 

can be a stressful process that many 
consumers are simply not up for.

 If  that doesn’t work, you might 
consider paying off  the debt with a 
home equity line of  credit or some 
other type of  personal loan.

Of  course, another option is to tap 
your assets. Press says you may be 
able to liquidate some of  a broker-
age account or mutual fund and 
pay only the capital gains tax, not 
income tax. If  such funds aren’t 
available, Press’s next suggestion is 
to tap into your Roth IRA. He says 
the last resort is taking a loan from 
your 401K or 403b account.

It may be tempting to simply with-
draw money from retirement accounts 
while the 10% penalty is being waived 
during the coronavirus pandemic un-
der the CARES Act, and the account 
value has fallen. However, “hijacking 
retirement to satisfy a short-term 
setback should be a last resort,” says 
Thomas Nitzsche, financial educator 
with Money Management Interna-
tional. “It really should be a last line 
of  defense and considered alongside 
options like bankruptcy.” 

The final word: Those in this situ-
ation should seek qualified financial 
planners.

“They can steer you in the right 
direction and also make sure you un-
derstand the fees, interest rates and 
fine print before deciding, ‘That’s 
what I’ll do because it looks good,’” 
Press concludes. 

When you settle debts, you still need to have 
enough money to pay a portion of them.
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By Barry Bridges
Bankrate.com

Consumers lost a total of  
$1.9 billion collectively 
to fraudulent practices 
in 2019, according to the 

Federal Trade Commission. Debt 
consolidation, medical bill payment 
and other services can offer attrac-
tive personal loan options and lure 
in unsuspecting consumers who 
then learn that the lender was noth-
ing more than a fraud.

How can you determine whether 
a loan company is legitimate? And 

what are personal loan scams?
Loan scams are businesses that 

prey on consumers who are looking 
for quick solutions to their financial 
problems, says Daniel Hill, a CFP 
and president of  Hill Wealth Strat-
egies. They’re typically found on-
line, with no storefront or physical 
address.

“They’re often illegitimate business 
fronts that profess to lend money 
but in actuality, take money from 
people,” explains Hill. “These sites 
can be popular and they seek out the 
consumer with promises of  ‘free’ 
money.”

9 ways to spot  
personal loan scams

Here are nine ways to spot personal 
loan scams:

1. The lender isn’t interested  
in your payment history

Truly reputable lenders make it 
clear that they’ll need to look at your 
credit, sometimes getting reports 
from all three major credit bureaus 
(Equifax, TransUnion and Experi-
an). This is important — most lend-
ers need to know whether you have 
a history of  paying bills on time and 
in full in order to make sure that 
you’ll be just as diligent about repay-
ing a loan.

Conversely, those who operate 
loan scams aren’t interested in timely 
repayment. In fact, they tend to seek 
high-risk borrowers who are likely to 
fall behind on loan payments and, as 
a result, incur their excessively high 
late fees and penalties.

Of  course, there are some repu-
table lenders that offer bad-credit 
loans, taking into account more than 
just your credit score when deter-
mining your eligibility. However, 
these lenders will still typically ask 
for things like your income, employ-
ment information and education 
before offering you a loan.

2. The lender isn’t  
registered in your state

The Federal Trade Commission 
(FTC) requires that lenders and loan 
brokers register in the states where 
they conduct business. If  a lender 
you’re interested in does not list any 
registered states, you could be deal-
ing with a loan scam.

Check the lender’s website to verify 
the list of  states where it legally 
conducts business. If  you cannot 
find such a list, contact your state 
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attorney general’s office for further 
verification. You can also contact 
your state’s Department of  Banking 
or Department of  Financial Regula-
tion to confirm whether the compa-
ny legally operates where you live.

3. The lender demands  
a prepaid debit card

Some scammers have been known 
to require that borrowers provide 
a prepaid debit card, claiming they 
need it for insurance, collateral or 
fees. This is a scam. Legitimate 
financial institutions may charge a 
fee for your application, appraisal or 
credit report, but those charges are 
deducted from your loan.

A prepaid debit card is a sure sign 
of  a personal loan scam. It’s virtually 
as untraceable as cash, and you won’t 
be able to report it as stolen if  you’ve 
given it voluntarily to a lender.

4. The lender calls, 
writes or knocks

Reputable lenders typically advertise 
in ways you would expect, such as 
online or through other mass media. 
If  you get a loan offer by phone, 
through the mail or even through a 
door-to-door solicitation, be on your 
guard immediately. According to the 
FTC, it’s illegal for companies to offer 

Continued from Pg. 12

Continues on Pg. 14

a loan in the U.S. over the phone and 
ask you to pay before they deliver.

5. The lender’s 
website isn’t secure

When visiting a lender’s site, what 
you don’t see can be just as important 
as what you do see. Always look for:

• A padlock symbol on any pages 
where you’re asked to provide per-
sonal information.

• A URL that begins with “https” 
instead of  “http” (the additional “s” 
stands for “secure”).

The padlock symbol and the secure 
address mean that the site is protect-
ed from identity thieves who steal 
personal information and sell it to 
other criminals.

6. The lender has  
no physical address

Every lender you’re interested in 
should provide a physical location. 
Even then, you will still want to plug 
that address into Google Maps. In 
some cases, businesses running per-
sonal loan scams will list addresses 
that are actually vacant lots.

If  you don’t find any sign of  a 
physical address, avoid the lender. 
Many loan scam operators would 
rather be untraceable so they can 
avoid legal consequences.

7. The lender pressures 
you to act immediately

Don’t fall for the urgency plea. 
One of  the hallmarks of  personal 
loan scams is giving you an imme-
diate deadline to sign on for a loan 
because the offer expires quickly — 
possibly even the next day.

Lenders that use such high-pres-
sure tactics could be up to no good. 
It may be a ploy to get you to make a 
rash decision.

8. The lender guarantees approval
There are no guarantees when it 

comes to personal loan applica-
tion approval — any company that 
suggests otherwise should cause you 
to think twice.“Tell-tale indicators 
of  loan scams include wording that 
‘guarantees’ loan approval,” says Hill. 

“These scams promise people 
that they’ll be guaranteed approval 
despite their income, credit history, 
debt or credit score. These promis-
es are often absurd and sound too 
good to be true. If  it includes ‘guar-
anteed’ in any of  the language, it’s a 
good sign it’s a scam.”

9. The lender is  
not transparent about its fees

Scam lenders will avoid posting 
their fees prominently on their web-
site or disclosing them when asked. 
They may also tell you that you’ve 
been approved for a loan and then 
demand a fee from you.

Hidden fees that are imposed after 
loan approval are a red flag. The 
FTC website suggests that you walk 
away from any company that follows 
this practice, particularly if  you’re 
told that the upfront money is for 
such things as “processing,” “insur-
ance” or “paperwork.”

Some scammers have been known to require 
that borrowers provide a prepaid debit 
card, claiming they need it for insurance, 
collateral or fees. This is a scam. 
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Next steps: Shop 
reputable lenders securely

If  you need a personal loan, do 
your research and compare multiple 
lenders to make sure you’re getting 
a good rate from a trusted source. 
Bankrate’s list of  the best personal 
loans is a good place to start — 
these companies are reputable and 
offer competitive rates.

You’ll also want to keep in mind 
that legitimate lenders have certain 

key factors in common, such as 
having a physical address, telephone 
number and email address available 
on their websites. They also provide 
professional customer service and 
will be interested in your credit his-
tory. If  you have questions or doubts 
about a company, it never hurts to 
search reviews on Google, Yelp and 
the Better Business Bureau.

Visit Bankrate online at bankrate.
com. 

What to do if  you think 
you’ve been scammed

While no one wants to think that 
they’ve been scammed, it can and 
does happen. The good news is that 
there are several steps you can take 
if  you’ve been targeted, beginning 
with cutting off  all communication 
with the company in question.

“If  you think you’ve been 
scammed, don’t make any further 
communications with the scammer, 
even if  you are sent hostile or threat-
ening emails,” says Hill.

Here are some additional steps to 
consider taking:

 Provide documentation of  what 
happened. If  you have emails, 
screenshots or other documentation 
that will help your case, gather them 
to present to authorities.

Contact your local law enforce-
ment. By filling out a police report, 
you’ll have an official record.

Contact agencies specializing in 
oversight. After calling law enforce-
ment, consider contacting your state 
Attorney General’s office, the FBI, 
the FTC and the Better Business 
Bureau. With this information, these 
agencies can better serve and protect 
America’s consumers.

Talk about it with family and 
friends. As scammers evolve their 
tactics, it’s important to help others 
stay informed. “Don’t be ashamed 
of  what happened,” explains Hill. 
“Share your stories with others. 
Scammers often rely on the shame 
and guilt of  those they scam and 
it becomes easier for them to per-
petuate their lie. So, if  you’ve been 
scammed, you are now in the po-
sition of  power to stop them by 
sharing their tactics.”

Continued from Pg. 13
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By Kathleen Furore
 

Three years ago, at age 55, 
Anne Beal felt it was time 
for a career change.

Trained in health ser-
vices research, she’d been on the 
faculty at Harvard, worked in health-
care policy, served as a healthcare 
foundation president, and worked as 
the chief  patient officer at a phar-
maceutical company in Paris. But it 
wasn’t enough. 

“After 25 years, I felt what I was 
trying to accomplish wasn’t working 
and wondered, ‘How can I have an 
impact of  improving outcomes for 
people?’” Beal says.

The answer came quite unexpect-
edly during a visit to a skin care shop 
in Paris — a visit that ultimately 
led Beal to launch AbsoluteJOI 
Skincare, a clean beauty brand that 
specifically targets women over 35 
who have melanin-rich skin.

Here, Beal — who has three chil-
dren, “two launched and one almost 
launched,” and lives in Washington, 
D.C. with her husband — explains 
how she made the leap from health-
care policy to skin care entrepreneur.

 
Q: How did you decide to start 

a company focused on skin care?
 A: When I moved to Paris, my 

skin took a turn for the worse, so I 

Healthcare policy pro turns passion into 
skin care brand for women of color

started to make skin care products 
at home. One of  my friends told 
me about a store near the Sorbonne 
where I could buy ingredients to 
make do-it-yourself  skin care prod-
ucts. When I walked in, I was struck 
that it was filled with black- and 
brown-skinned women. I thought, 
‘There’s something going on here.’ 
These women were all making their 
own products at home, which meant 
there was an unmet need. Women 
of  color are more likely to have 
sensitive skin than white women, 
and they also age differently…we 
can’t use products widely available 
on the market because they don’t 
address those issues. In my work, I 
had always focused on the fact that 
people have different health out-
comes due to biological differences, 
race, ethnicity and gender. I realized 

Anne Beal
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that this was what I was meant to 
do. It fit into the issue of  healthcare 
disparities, there was a need, and it 
was close to my heart.

 
Q: How long did it take from 

the time you decided to start 
the business until it was up and 
running? 

A: I was still in Paris and knew I 
wanted to make top-quality, high-
end products, so I visited six man-
ufacturers in the Cosmetic Valley 
nearby. I found a manufacturer 
[to work with], then came back to 
Washington, D.C. in 2017 — the 
company is [incorporated] in the 
U.S. I worked to get all of  the legal 
work done and decided to start with 
just one product to introduce the 

brand. I launched the Skin Refining 
Night Oil in December of  2018.

 Q: How was the business 
going? And what has changed 
during the current crisis?

 A: In August 2019, I introduced 
the Bundle of  Joi, a double-cleans-
ing system with an oil cleanser, foam 
cleanser and toner. At the end of  
2019, I was ready to look for inves-
tors. I created a Facebook group 
page and Instagram account so I 
could work directly with custom-
ers. I got a crowdfunding campaign 
going during Black History Month 
in February, met my goal, and was 
planning to pivot to attract equi-
ty-based investors. Then Covid-19 
hit, and I hit ‘pause.’ I pulled back on 

digital marketing and doubled down 
on word of  mouth and building my 
online community. I recently start-
ed Beauty Blog sessions featuring 
black women business owners — an 
esthetician, a stylist, a dermatologist 
and a plastic surgeon, for example 
— who answer questions from our 
followers on Zoom and Instagram 
Live simultaneously. My goal was 
to do that while seeing where the 
market was going under quarantine. 
Now, the market and investors are 
coming back and I’m getting more 
followers as a result of  my blog se-
ries. Sales were up 50% in April over 
March, and I’m planning on launch-
ing two more products in July.

  
Q: What has been the most re-

warding part of  your career 
change?

A: I compare it to writing a 
recipe: You think about the 
ingredients and explain how 
to make it — then you serve 
it and wait to see how people 
respond when they take the 
first bite. The way they respond 
lets you know, ‘I nailed it!’ 
Knowing it’s what you wanted 
the product to be is the most 
satisfying thing.

 
Q: What would you tell 

people who are looking for 
something to do in “retire-
ment” besides retire but are 
afraid to make the move?

 
A: You might think, ‘Am I too 

old?’ But you’re never too old–
your age can be an asset! 
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